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as for the next globe, the first nomination of the night, i have a hard time calling it. yes, the film is very, very good, but it is also very short. and its a european film. just how serious can we take it? we do watch the globes every year. but the oscars are the bigger deal, and are a way to
celebrate a great movie that might not get recognised in north america. but i dont think there will be a backlash against the globes this year, at least not until after the oscars. and hey, we all love a good show, right? it may be too early to predict the oscars, but a few strong contenders are

emerging. outstanding achievement in directing is the one category that will be easier than the rest. but the problem for several nominees, including the queen, the departed, the blind side, extremely loud and incredibly close and the king, is how to win. theyre complicated movies. ifthe
academy is following the globes, then ava duvernays the king, a worthy but sentimental sports film, could win; morgan freeman was nominated in 2004 for million dollar baby, a boxing movie. but duvernays film is so long and drawn out the academy may not want it. and thats a problem,
because, well, you have to win. perhaps the king will get the sympathy vote, which is what the globes give to al gore. and it will get the directors guild award, which is one of the most coveted of the four guild awards. the imitation game, about alan turing, has already been nominated for

three awards, and it should be an easy victor, in either best actor or actress (its an arty tech film, and benedict cumberbatch is a sure thing) as well as for its screenplay. the slow-burning lincoln in particular is destined to win in any category it is in. the value of the category is its potential for
confusion. theres no way that voters can avoid the lincoln-douglas race, which includes two very good movies, ridley scott and steven spielberg. but it has an extra edge this year because lincoln is the first film ever nominated for best picture for which the main character was a republican.
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